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ABSTRACT 

Heat pipes are simple devices which remove heat fluxes from the source and transfer it to the 

sink.Their applications are widespread in different fields , more actively used in the 

microelectronics cooling systems because of their higher efficiency than ordinary conductors 

,simple construction , reliability and light weight. This  paper presents a review of the thermal 

performance of heat pipes using nanofluids . Nanofluids are suspension of solid nanoparticles in 

the base fluid to enhance the thermal conductivity of the heat pipe in totality. The purpose of this 

review is to summarize the experimental research done on the enhancement of thermal 

performance of heat pipes using nanofluids. Variation of concentration of nanofluids and the heat 

load input affecting the thermal performance together with other significant parameters are 

investigated in this review. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Heat pipes are simple but highly effective devices which transfer heat from one point to another 

at a faster rate than conventional cylindrical copper conductors without much of heat loss and at 

a minimal temperature difference .They are often known to be as superconductors of heat. As no 

external pumping power is required, they are thus reliable and maintenance is easier. 
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                                                           Fig- schematic diagram of heat pipe 

Heat pipes were first brought into notice by R.S. Gaugler of the General Motors corporation in 

1942 [25].  George Grover in 1963 published his research on the topic and named this 

remarkable device as ‘heat pipe’ and stated ,”Within certain limitations on the manner of use, a 

heat pipe may be regarded as a synergistic engineering structure which is equivalent to a material 

having a thermal conductivity greatly exceeding that of any known metal” [26]. Several 

categories of heat pipes have been defined based on their geometries and wick structure and are 

essential for various applications. 

The fact that normal base fluid has lesser thermal conductivity as compared to solids  gave rise 

to the concept of nanofluids which are a new class of fluids engineered by dispersing nanometer-

sized materials in base fluids. Nanofluids  have higher thermal conductivity than normal fluids 

and significantly enhance the thermal performance of heat pipes . They completely satisfy the 

need for heat transfer augmentation to fulfill the increasing heat dissipation required in modern 

electronics equipments .The nanoparticles utilized in the heat pipes are mainly aluminum 

oxideAl2O3,copper oxideCuO, titanium,Gold,Silver,Diamond etc.  

1. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF HEAT PIPE 

A Heat pipe generally has its body (container), wick structure and the working fluid as its 

primary components. The body can be further classified into 3 zones namely the evaporator 

zone, the adiabatic zone and the condenser zone. The working fluid used is in accordance with 

the operating temperature, Helium, Neon are used in lower temperatures while Sodium, Lithium 

and Silver are preferred in higher operating temperatures. The container is generally of ceramic 

or metal and the wick is constructed of woven fibre glass, sintered metal powders, wire mesh, 

screen or grooves. The heat load is received in the evaporator where the working fluid in liquid 

state on absorbing the latent heat undergoes phase transformation and thus vapors are formed in 

the evaporator section creating a pressure difference. 

This pressure difference acts as a driving force to transfer the vapors from the evaporator 

section to the condenser section where it gets condensed releasing the heat. The fluid or 

condensate travels back to the evaporator section by capillary action of the wick and thus the 

cycle continues preventing dry out of the heat pipe. Due to the high thermal conductivity and no 

external mechanical inputs the heat pipe has began to establish itself a strong position in several 
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fields of applications such as in electronics cooling systems, aerospace applications, heat 

exchangers ,solar energy, air conditioning systems  etc. 

 

                   

   Fig-some common working fluids with their operating temperatures [24] 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

After invention of heat pipe, researchers have given more importance to study its performance 

through different configurations and utilizing different methodologies. It has aimed to review the 

literature published on Enhancement of thermal performance of heat pipes.  

 

2013 

 

Yi-Hsuan Hung et al. investigated the thermal performance of a straight copper tube heat pipe with  

an outside diameter of 9.52 mm and different lengths of 0.3 m, 0.45 m, 0.6 m charged with 

Al2O3/water nanofluid  with three concentrations 0.5%, 1.0% and 3.0% by weight in heat pipes. 

He observed that  at a heating power of 40W the optimal thermal performance of  heat pipes 

measuring   0.3m,0.45m and 0.6m with alumina/water nanofluid  was 22.7%,,56.3% and 35.1%, 

respectively , better than that of the heat pipes using distilled water as the working fluid. They  even 

came to the conclusion that higher concentration of nanofluids than the optimal value decreases the 

thermal performance of the heat pipes due to the water adsorption by the excessive nanoparticles 

leading to  the formation of a coated layer of nanoparticles caused by the sedimentation of it on the 

evaporator section. [1] 

 

R.Manimaran et al. used simple copper made heat pipe with double layer of screen mesh wick .He 

experimented with three different working fluids CuO nanofluid,TiO2 nanofluid and DI water  

keeping the concentration of nanoparticles upto 1.0% by weight .they  concluded that at 70W heat 

input CuO nanofluid improves the thermal performance as compared to TiO2 and DI water. Due to 

higher thermal conductivity of CuO nanofluid it demonstrates better heat transfer effect than TiO2 

nanofluid. They even concluded that at 75% fill ratio the CuO nanofluid offered lowest thermal 

resistance which was 38.8% lesser than TiO2 and 62% lesser than DI water.The overall  heat transfer 

coefficient was highest in CuO nanofluid . [2] 

 

   WORKING FLUID       OPERATING 

TEMPERATURE(°Celsius) 

            WORKING 

FLUID 

      OPERATING 

TEMPERATURE(°Celsius) 

Helium (-300)-(-270)       Acetone (-60)-150 

Hydrogen (-280)-(-180) Water 0-350 

Oxygen (-180)-(-100) Cesium 350-1000 

Nitrogen (-180)-(-120) Potassium 400-1100 

Methane (-150)-(-80) Sodium 500-1300 

Methanol (-100)-150 Lithium 900-1900 

Ammonia (-100)-150 Silver 1600-2100 

Carbon dioxide (-60)- (-80)   
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Kole and Dey  observed an improvement  in the thermal conductivity of approximately 15% by using  

copper-distilled water nanofluid with 0.5% copper nanoparticles in distilled water. Furthermore , the 

thermal resistance reduced by approximately 27%  and the average evaporator wall temperature was 

reduced to 14 °C when the heat pipe was mounted vertical  .[3] 

 

Yousefi et al.  investigated experimentally that inclination angle and use of nanofluids have an affect 

on the cooling of CPU using heat pipes.  The heat pipe was capable of cooling the CPU when it was 

in the horizontal position. They used Al2O3 – water as the nanofluid in the experiment and concluded 

that thermal resistance decreased by 15% and 22%, when the heat generated at the CPU was at 10W 

and 25W respectively. [4] 

 

Saleh et al.  concluded that temperature distribution and thermal resistance decreases with the 

increasing volume concentration and the size of ZnO nanoparticles for a screen- mesh wick heat pipe.  

The ZnO particles were dispersed in ethylene glycol at concentrations from  0.0 25 to 0.5 % by 

volume and had average crystallite sizes of 18 or 23 nm. [5] 

 

Mangal singh lodhi et al. investigated experimentally the enhancement of thermal performance of a 

straight copper tube heat pipe with outside diameter of 18mm , thickness of 1 mm and length of 475 

mm by using CuO/Water nanofluid as the working fluid with three concentrations by volume, 

1g/L,5g/L and 10g/L in heat pipe.conclusions drawn  were:- 1)the thermal performance of nanofluids 

is influenced by alteration in the fluid-solid interface due to presence of nanoparticles.2)thermal 

resistance decreases with increase in concentration of nanofluids the minimum value of overall 

thermal resistance obtained was 3.02°C/W  at 30W with 10g/L nanofluid,which is 44.37% lesser than 

pure water.3)the maximum value of heat transfer rate obtained was 19.68W at 80 W with 10g/L 

nanofluid, which is 1.75% more than that of pure water.4)thermal efficiency increases with increase 

nanofluid concentration , the maximum efficiency obtained was 65.14% at 30W with 10g/L nanofluid 

which is 62.62% more than that of pure water. [6] 

 

2012 

 

M.B. Shafii et al.  used a four turn PHP and ferrofluid as the nanofluid in their experiment. The 

thermal performance of the PHP charged with ferrofluid  at a particular heat input can be changed by 

applying  various magnetic fields. They arrived at the following conclusions-1) magnetic field 

reduces the thermal resistance of the PHP filled with ferrofluid. In  most situations the thermal 

performance of the PHP elevated with the use of ferrofluid  even in the absence of magnetic field as 

compared to that of distilled water.2) the best thermal performance was achieved in the presence of 

magnetic field with a higher charging ratio of 70% in all orientations.3)PHPs usually do not posses 

appreciable thermal performance in the horizontal position due to absence of gravity, but in the 

presence of magnetic force which acts as gravity force for ferrofluidic  PHP in horizontal mode , a 

favourable thermal performance is achieved.4) diluting the volumetric concentration of ferrofluids 

leads to lower viscosity and a lesser effect of magnetism. Thus, in the absence of magnetic field the 

thermal performance improves on decreasing the  volumetric  concentration. In presence of magnetic 

field , higher concentration of ferrofluid  have minimum  thermal resistance  as a result of magnetism  
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effect. [7] 

 

               Fig- variation of thermal resistance at different concentrations in vertical mode [7] 

 

Fig – thermal resistance versus  heat input at 40% and 70% charging ratios  in the horizontal mode [7] 

 

 

Fig-thermal resistance versus heat input in vertical mode for charging ratios at 40%  and 70% [7] 
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Nandy putra et al.  conducted an experimental investigation to determine the effect  of concentration and 

type of nanofluid on the enhancement of thermal performance with a straight copper heat pipe.They 

experimented using Al2O3/water, Al2O3/ethylene glycol, TiO2/water,TiO2/ethylene glycol and 

ZnO/ethylene glycol and finally concluded that the screen mesh heat pipe performed best with the 

Al2O3/water nanofluid with 5% volume concentration. The nanoparticle In the nanofluid formed coating 

on the screen mesh surface which proved as good capillary structures.  They finally stated that the higher 

thermal performance of heat pipes with nanofluids  proved its potential as a substitute for conventional  

working fluids. [8] 

AB Soloman et al.  investigated experimentally the thermal performance of a straight copper tube heat 

pipe of outer diameter 19.5mm and length 400mm coated with  copper nanoparticles of size 80-90 nm 

over the surface of screen mesh. The experimental results demonstrated that total thermal resistance of the 

heat pipes with coated wick  is lower than the conventional  heat pipes and it decreases with increasing 

heat input. The results show that decrement in thermal resistance was 19%, 15% and 14% at heat inputs 

as 100W,150W and 200W respectively. [9] 

 

2011 

Huminic and Huminic et al.  experimentally concluded that using  Fe3O4/water nanofluids in a TPCT 

made of copper tube with outer diameter 15 mm and length of 2000 mm , the minimum thermal resistance 

occurred for 90° inclination angle at nanoparticle concentration of 5.3% by volume. [10] 

Nandy  putra et al.  used  alumina –water and titania –water nanofluids in heat pipe liquid block 

combined with a thermoelectric system for CPU cooling. The combined cooling system with nanofluids 

results in higher cooling in CPU than other conventional cooling techniques. The reason for better cooling 

efficiency is explained by the fact that nanoparticles  can compress the transverse temperature gradient of 

the fluid ,due to the increased movement of liquid atoms in the presence of nano-particles.  Nanofluids  

reduce both the thermal resistance and the temperature difference between the heated wall and the 

coolant. [11] 

 

2010 

Senthilkumar R et al. studied the enhancement of thermal performance of heat pipes using copper 

nanofluids having 40 nm of copper  nanoparticles with a concentration of 100 mg/L suspended in de 

ionized DI water and an aqueous solution of n-Butanol. The nanofluids kept in suspension of 

conventional fluids have superior heat transfer capability due to the high thermal conductivity of 

nanofluids. They used different heat inputs  of 30W, 40W, 50W, 60W and 70W and inclination angles  

0°,15°,30°,45°,60°,75°and 90° .Experimentally they concluded that thermal efficiency increased with 

increase in tilt angle as gravitational  force along with capillary force had a better impact on the fluid flow 

between evaporator and condenser section but however beyond 30° in DI water and 45° in copper 

nanofluid and copper nanofluid with aqueous n butanol the thermal efficiency decreases due to the 

formation of liquid film in the condenser section leading to increment in thermal resistance. Due to the 
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positive surface tension gradient in n butanol it was observed that the thermal efficiency increased by 

15% as compared to that of DI water when the working fluid was copper nanofluid with aqueous solution 

of n butanol, while there was 10% enhancement in thermal efficiency compared to DI water with Cu 

nanofluids. The thermal resistance decreases with increase in tilt angle and heat input for all the working 

fluids in consideration. They observed that the thermal resistance was higher  at lower heat inputs due to 

the solid liquid layer in the evaporator section which gradually diminishes as the heat  load is increased 

thus, reducing the thermal resistance. The temperature difference between the evaporator and condenser 

increases with increasing value of heat load, moreover for copper nanofluid with aqueous n-butanol the  

temperature difference is minimum due to the positive surface tension gradient with temperature of n- 

butanol which leads to quicker rate of the condensate flow to the evaporator. [12] 

Maryam Shafahi et al.  they investigated the enhancement of thermal performance of flat shaped heat 

pipes using Al2O3 ,TiO2 and CuO with diameters of nanoparticles as 10 nm , 20 nm and 40 nm and 

concluded that thermal resistance of flat shaped heat pipe can be reduced upto 83% of its initial value. 

With the utilization of nanoparticles there was a possible reduction in the dimensions of the flat shaped 

heat pipe while maintaining the same heat load removal capacity . for CuO nanofluid there was a 30% 

reduction In disk shaped heat pipe and 20% reduction in rectangular heat pipe. [13] 

Yu-Tang Chen  used a flat heat pipe  of thickness 3 mm and length 200cm along with silver nanofluids 

of particle size 35 nm keeping water as the base working fluid. The author concluded that the temperature 

difference and the thermal resistance of flat heat pipe using silver nanofluid was considerably lower than 

that with pure water. [14] 

 

2009 

S.H. Noie et al.  they utilized a two phased closed thermosyphon (TPCT) with Al2O3/water nanofluid 

(size less than 100 nm) 1-3% volume concentration as the working fluid to study experimentally the 

enhancement of thermal performance of the TPCT as compared with that of pure water. The conclusions 

drawn out from the experiment were:-1) with different heat inputs  the thermal efficiency of TPCT 

increased to 14.7% when the silver nanofluid was used as the working fluid.2) temperature distribution on 

TPCT were lower compared to that of pure water as, the thermal resistance reduced due to the higher 

thermal conductivity of the nanoparticles. [15] 

Shung-Wen Kang et al.  included in their experiment a circular heat pipe of 1 mm wick thickness along 

with Ag/water nanofluids of particle size 10 nm and 35 nm in order to study the thermal performance of 

the heat pipe. The concentrations of the  nanoparticles were 1 mg/L, 10mg/L and 100mg/. at an heat input 

of 30-50W the heat pipes filled with nanofluids at the same charge volume showed temperature 

distribution to decrease by 0.56-0.65°C comapered to that of DI water  moreover, the heating power of 

the nanofluid in heat pipe  was observed to be 20W higher than that of DI water. [16] 
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2008 

Paisarn Naphon et al.   compared the thermal efficiency of  straight copper tube heat pipe with outer 

diameter as 15 mm and length 600 mm working with titanium nanofluids(size-21 nm),  DI water and 

alcohol as the working fluids and concluded that the nanoparticles have a significant enhancement in the 

thermal efficiency of the heat pipe.  They concluded that with 0.10% nanoparticles volume concentration, 

the thermal efficiency was found to be 10.6% higher than that with the base working fluid. [17] 

Yu-Hsing Lin et al.  employed  copper tube pulsating heat pipe with internal and external diameter of  

2.4 mm and 3 mm and silver nanofluid  water solution as the working fluid in their experiment .  they  

used nanopartcles of size 20 nm at concentrations 100ppm and 450 ppm and various filled ratios , 

20%,40%,60%,80% respectively along with the application of different heating powers , 

5W,15W,25W,35W,45W,55W,65W,75W,85W respectively. As per the experimental results  

enhancement in thermal efficiency was achieved in the filled ratios 40%, 60%, moreover, 60% filled ratio 

has more heat dissipation than 40% filled ratio and the optimum concentration being 100 ppm in silver 

nano fluid. When the heating power was 85W the average temperature difference and ther thermal 

resistance reduced by 7.79° C and 0.092°C/W respectively. [18] 

Sameer Khandekar et al.  proved experimentally that the thermal performance of a two phase gravity 

assisted thermosyphon  when tested with three nanofluids,  1% by weight  Al2O3, CuO and laponite clay 

all based on water   detoriates as compared to that of pure water. The increased thermal  conductivity of 

nanofluids  proved to be less effective to the nucleate pool boiling heat transfer coefficient In the two 

phase thermosyphon. The highest detoriation was observed in case of laponite while least detoriation was 

with aluminium oxide nanofluids. [19] 

 

2007 

Nguyen et al.  investigated experimentally the heat transfer enhancement of  Al2O3/water based 

nanofluids  for  cooling of microprocessors and other electronic equipments in a closed system. They 

concluded that with a nanoparticle volume concentration of 6.8%, heat  transfer coefficient increased by 

40% compared to that of base fluid and also the increase in concentration of nanofluids led to the 

declination of the temperature in the heated component. Further, they stated that smaller nanoparticles 

size as much as 36 nm as compared to 47 nm provided higher heat transfer coefficient. [20] 

 

2006 

Shung- Wen  Kang et al.  used silver nanofluids  to demonstrate the thermal performance of  

conventional grooved circular heat pipe of dimensions 211µm width, 217µm depth. The experiment 

utilized nanofluids of concentrations ranging from 1mg/L to 100mg/L with nanoparticles of size 35 nm .  

At the same charge volume and at heat input power of 30-60W the measured nanofluid filled heat pipe 

temperature distribution showed reduction in thermal resistance by 10-80% as compared to that of DI 

water. Moreover, as the size of the silver nanoparticles increased , the thermal resistance decreased as per 

the experimental results.[21] 
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2005 

Murshed et al.  demonstrated experimentally the influence of  size and concentration  of  TiO2 

nanoparticles of various shapes , rod and spherical , dispersed in DI water on the thermal conductivity of  

the nanofluids.  The thermal conductivities of nanofluids was superior than the base fluids. [22] 

 

2004 

C.Y. Tsai et al.   utilised  Gold nanoparticles of varying sizes to investigate the thermal performance of a 

circular heat pipe of length 170 mm and an outer diameter of 6 mm. they observed the variation of the 

thermal resistance with different sizes of nanoparticles in the nanofluid and the thermal resistance 

obtained in the results were  ranging from 0.17 to 0.215° C/W with different nanoparticle solutions. The 

thermal resistance of the nanofluids were lower than that of DI water  consequently  leading to 

enhancement of thermal performance of heat pipes with nanofluids. [23] 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Thermal performance of heat pipes using nanofluids is better than that of distilled water but, higher   

concentration of nanofluids beyond the optimum value leads to reduction of thermal performance due to 

adsorption of water forming a coated layer over the excess nanoparticles which are caused by the 

nanoparticle sedimentation over the evaporator section of the heat pipe. [1] 

2.  overall heat transfer coefficient is increased with the use of nanofluids when compared to that of pure 

water. [2] 

 

3. thermal resistance along with the temperature gradient  across the heat pipe is reduced with the use of 

nanofluids compared to that of distilled water. [3] 

 

4. thermal resistance reduces with the increase in heat load with nanofluids the percentage reduction is 

larger as compared to that of pure water. [4] 

 

 

5.temperature distribution and thermal resistance decreases with increase in volume concentration and  

size of nanoparticles. [5] 

 

5. the thermal performance of nanofluids is influenced by alteration in fluid–solid interface due to 

presence of nanoparticles. [6] 

 

6. with the increase in concentration of nanoparticles , thermal resistance decreases and thus, thermal 

efficiency increases when compared to  pure water as the working fluid.  

 

 

8. With higher charging ratio of ferrofluid with magnetic field the thermal performance of the heat pipe 

increased at all oeientations(horizontal and vertical mode). [7] 
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9. ferrofluid without magnetic field  in heat pipes at high concentration showed higher thermal resistance 

than in lower concentrations at a specific heat input at vertical mode. While the ferrofluids with 

magnetic field showed lower thermal resistance at higher concentrations and higher thermal resistance 

in lower concentrations at the same heat input in the vertical mode of orientation. [7] 

 

10. Thermalresistance of heat pipes with coated wick is lower than conventional heat pipe and decreases 

with increase in the heat input. [9] 

 

11. Thermal efficiency of heat pipes with nanofluids increases with increase in tilt angle, but, upto a 

certain limit, defined as the optimum value of inclination angle. [12] 

 

12.the thermal performance of a two phase gravity assisted thermosyphon with nanofluids detoriates as 

compared to that of pure water. [19] 
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